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Abstract. We investigate the existence of weak solutions to a phase-field model when
the thermal conductivity vanishes for some values of the order parameter. We obtain
weak solutions for a general class of free energies, including non-differentiable ones. We
also study the a;-limit set of these weak solutions, and investigate their convergence to a
solution of a degenerate Cahn-Hilliard equation.

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with a nonisothermal phase-field model
for phase transitions with non-conserved order parameter. It describes the time evolution
of an order parameter <j> (which is the state variable characterizing the different phases)
and the temperature u; it reads

TCPt ~ _F'((j)) + w'((/))u in fi x (0,+oo), (1.1)

cut + w'((f))(j)t = div(£?(</>)Vit) in x (0,+00), (1-2)
dd> du „ ,
— = 0, — = 0 on T x (0, +00), (1.3)

<£(0) = 4>o, u(0) = M0 in n, (1.4)

where is an open bounded subset of MA'' (N > 1) with smooth boundary T. Here, r, £,
and c are positive real numbers, and B denotes the thermal conductivity, and is assumed
to depend only on the order parameter.

When both w' and B are constant (B > 0), the system (1.1)—(1.4) is the classical
phase-field system, which has been studied in several papers: among them, we refer
to [Cal], [EZ], [BCH], [KN], and [BE], where existence and uniqueness of solutions to
(1.1)—(1.4) are investigated for various functions F' (including cases where it may be
singular or multivalued), while the long-time behaviour of these solutions is studied in
[EZ], [BCH], and [KN],
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When B is a constant and w' a Lipschitz continuous function, the well-posedness of
(1.1) (1.4), together with the long-time behaviour of the solutions to (1.1)—(1.4), have
been studied in [KN] and [Lai].

But, as pointed out in [Cal], the thermal conductivity B may differ from one phase to
another, and could possibly be much larger in one phase than in the other one. The limit
case is then to assume that the thermal conductivity B vanishes in one phase. Another
motivation for considering vanishing thermal conductivity in (1.1)—(1.4) arises from the
study of surface motion by surface diffusion. In [CT], J. Cahn and J. Taylor derive laws
of motion for surface motion by surface diffusion, which involve the normal velocity v
and the mean curvature n of the surface. The simplest law they obtain reads

v=(ifAs~Z>) AsK' (L5)

where M > 0, D > 0, and As denotes the surface Laplacian. They suggested that a
phase-field approach to (1.5) (in the same spirit as that of [Ca2] for the relationship
between the classical phase-field model and Stefan-like and Hele-Shaw problems) may
involve a viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation with vanishing mobility, which is obtained from
(1.1)—(1-4) by setting c = 0 and w' = 1.

Thus, our purpose in this work is to study (1.1)—(1.4) when the thermal conductivity
B may vanish for some values of the order parameter (j>. From a mathematical point of
view, when B is allowed to vanish, the parabolic equation (1.2) becomes quasilinear and
degenerates. Additional mathematical difficulties then arise in the study of (1.1)-(1.4).
Hereafter, we investigate the existence of weak solutions to (1.1)—(1.4) (in a sense that
will be made precise below), when B is only assumed to be a nonnegative function of ([>.
Because of the degeneracy of (1.2), the results we obtain in this paper are much weaker
than the results obtained when B is a positive constant: more precisely, we have no

uniqueness results and only poor regularity for the solution we construct (see Sec. 2).
We have already mentioned that, when we set c = 0 and w' — 1 in (1.1)—(1.4), we

recover the degenerate viscous Cahn-Hilliard equation, while setting c = r = 0 and w' — 1
in (1.1)—(1.4) gives the degenerate Cahn-Hilliard equation. Existence of weak solutions
to these two equations has been discussed in [EG]. The convergence of solutions to (1.1)-
(1.4) to a solution of the degenerate Cahn-Hilliard equation when (r, c) goes to zero is
studied in a particular case in [La2] (see also Sec. 6).

We now describe the content of this paper: in Sec. 2, we state our assumptions and
main results; in Sec. 3, we study a regularised problem, while Sec. 4 is devoted to the
proofs of the results of Sec. 2. The main point here is to notice that there is enough
regularity on <j>, so that we may give a (weak) sense to the right-hand side of (1.2). We
then study in Sec. 5 the w-limit set of the solution to (1.1)—(1.4) that we construct in
Sec. 2. Finally, we state in Sec. 6 a result on the convergence of solutions to (1.1)—(1.4)
to a solution of the degenerate Cahn-Hilliard equation when (r, c) goes to zero.

2. Main results. We now state our assumptions on the data in (1.1)—(1.4).
(Al) There exist a maximal monotone graph /3 on K with domain D((3) satisfying

Int(£>(/?)) ^ 0 and 0 £ (3(0), and a function F0 6 C2(I), where I denotes the closure of
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D(/3) in M, such that

F'=0 + F^. (2.1)
We further assume that there exist Ci > 0 such that

\K'(r)\ < ci> Vr6/. (2.2)

We denote by (3 the convex function such that (3(0) = 0 and d(3 = (3 (here, <9/3 denotes
the subdifferential of $).

(A2) w e C2(/), and both w and w' are Lipschitz continuous functions, with Lipschitz
constant Lw.

(A3) B e C(I) is a Lipschitz continuous function, and there exists b > 0 such that

0 < B(r) < b, Vr e I. (2.3)

Before stating our results, let us mention a few examples of function F' fulfilling
assumption (Al) (see, e.g., [CT]):

(El) p(r) = r3 (D(/3) = K), F0(r) = ± - |r2, r e R,
(E2) /3(r) = ln(j^) {D{j3) *= (—1,1)), F0(r) = l-r2, re [-1,1],
(E3) 0 = (D(/3) — [-1,1]), Fo(r) = 1 — r2, re [-1,1],

where J[-i,i] denotes the indicator function of the interval [—1,1] (i.e., Z[-i,i](r) = 0 if
|r| < l,/[_iii](r) = +oo otherwise).

Also, a possible example for B is

{0 if r < —1,

^ if |r| < 1,

1 if r > 1.

We denote by V the dual space H1{Q1)' of ff1(f2), and by (•, -)v'y the duality pairing
between V = i/1(J7) and V'. We also put, for T > 0,

Qt = fl x (0,T), ST = T x (0,T).

We now state our main results.

Theorem 2.1. Let (4>o,uq) 6 x L2(S!) be such that

P(<t>0) e (2.4)

Under assumptions (A1)-(A3), there exist functions () satisfying, for any T >
0,

(i) (j) e vr1'2(o,r,L2(f2)) nL°°(o,r,i/1(^)) nL2(o,r,Jff2(n)), 0(0) = <j>0,
(ii) C £ L2(Qr), C S /?(</>) almost everywhere in Qt,

(hi) u e W1-2^, T, V') n L°°(0, T, L2(ft)), u(0) = w0,
(iv) J e L2(Qt, Rn), J — V(fl(0)u) - u\7B(<fi),

and such that

T(pt + C = £2A0 - Fq(0) + w'(4>)u, a.e. in QT, (2.5)
deb
—— = 0, a.e. on St, (2.6)
an
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c f (ut,r])v',v ds + f f w'(4>)4>tri dx ds + f f J ■ Vr; dx ds = 0, (2.7)
Jo ' Jo Jn Jo Jn

for any rj £ L2(0, T, Hl(fi)). Moreover,

[ [ (T\4>t\2 + \J\2) dxds + £((f>(t),u(t)) < C(<p0,u0) (2.8)
Jo Jn

holds, where J € L2(Qt), J = B(cj))l/2J, and

M) = J (ylv^l2 + F(-.<P) + |M2) dx. (2.9)

If, in addition, B > bo for some bo > 0, then u € L2(0,T, for each T > 0, and
J = B(<j))X7u, J = B{<p)l'2Vu.

It follows from Theorem 2.1 (ii) that the weak solution ((f>, u) that we construct satisfies
4>(x,t) G D(P) for almost every (x,t) in x (0,+oo). Notice also that it satisfies the
Liapunov estimate (2.8).

If we only assume that (f>o € L2(f2), but strengthen the assumption on /3(<fo), we still
get an existence result of a solution to (1.1)—(1.4), but in a weaker sense.

Proposition 2.2. Assume that (A1)-(A3) hold, and consider (4>o,uq) G L2(n,IR2)
satisfying

/3°(</>o) G L2(fl), (2.10)

where /9° denotes the principal section of /3. Then, there exist functions (</>,£, u,e, J)
satisfying, for any T > 0,

(i) <j)&Wl'2{0,T,y')nJLoc(0,T,L2(f2))nL2(0,T,i/1(n)), 0(0) = 0o,
(ii) C £ L2(Qt), C £ almost everywhere in Qt,

(iii) e £ W1,2(0, T, V'),u € L°°(0, T, L2(fi)), e = cu -f w(4>),e(0) = cu0 + u>(4>0),
(iv) J € L2(Qt, Rn), J = V(B(4>)u) - uVB(<j>),

and such that
pT rT

T■ f {<t>t,r))v,v ds + £2 f f V(J) ■ Vry dx ds
Jo Jo Jn

+ f [ (C + Fq{4>) - U)'(4>)u)ri dx ds = 0,
Jo Jn

(2.11)

[ {et,v)v',v ds+ ( f J-\7r]dxds = 0, (2-12)
Jo Jo Jn

for any r) £ L2(0, T,

Note that since <po € (2.10) and a convexity argument yield (2.4).

3. A regularised problem. In this section, we study the existence of solutions to
(1.1)—(1.4) under the additional assumptions that the thermal conductivity B is bounded
from below by a positive constant and that F' is a Lipschitz continuous function. More
precisely, we assume the following:
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(Bl) F € C1(R) and F' is a Lipschitz continuous function. We denote by Ap a
Lipschitz constant for F'.

(B2) w £ C2(IR), and both w and w' are Lipschitz continuous functions, with Lipschitz
constant A^.

(B3) B e C(R) is a Lipschitz continuous function and there exist positive constants
m and M such that

0 < m < B(r) < M, Vr £ E. (3-1)

We then have the following existence result:

Proposition 3.1. Let (</>o,uo) £ Hx(Cl) xL2(fi). Under assumptions (B1)-(B3), there
exist functions (</>, u) satisfying, for any T > 0,

(i) 0eM/1'2(o,r,L2(n))nLoo(o,r,Jff1("))nJL2(o,T,i?2(fi)), fto) = <t>0,
(h) u e H/1-2(o,r, V) nL°°(o,r, L2(fi)) nL2(o,r, u(o)=uo,

and

T4>t — = —F\4>) + w'(<f>)u, a.e. in Qt, (3.2)

^ = 0, a.e. on Ex, (3.3)
an

c ( (ut,r))v\v ds + ( f w'(ftftrj dx ds + f f B(ft)Vu ■ Vrj dx ds = 0, (3.4)
Jo ' Jo Jn Jo Jn

for any r\ € L2{0, T,

Proof of Proposition 3.1. The proof relies on the Galerkin method. We denote by

0 — Ai < A2 ̂  Xj ^ * • ■

the sequence of the eigenvalues of the operator (—A) with homogeneous Neumann bound-
ary conditions, and by Vj, j > 1, the corresponding eigenfunctions such that \vj\^2 = 1.
We also denote by Vj the vector space spanned by {ufc}i<fc<j, and by pj the orthogonal
projection of on Vj.

For each integer j > 1, we set

K=Pi4>o, eo = Pjeo>
where eo = cuo + w(<j>0) 6 L2(tt), since w is Lipschitz continuous. We then consider the
approximate problem to find (ft, eJ ) in ^ x Vj satisfying

ft (0) = <t>o, eJ{0) = eJo, (3.5)

)vdx■ j fttvdx + £2 f Vft ■ Vv dx + f F'(ft)i
Jn Jn Jn

+ - [ w(ft)w'(ft)vdx = - [ w'(ft)e^vdx,
c Jo. c Jn

(3.6)

c f 4vdx+ [ B(ft)Vej ■ Vvdx = [ B{ft)w'(ft)Vft ■ Vvdx, (3.7)
Jn Jn Jn

for any (v,v) £ Vj xVj.
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The problem (3.5)-(3.7) is in fact an initial value problem for a system of 2j ordinary
differential equations for the components of {jtjp, e-5 ) on the basis of Vj. Since F', B, and
w' are Lipschitz continuous functions, and since the (■v&) are smooth functions, (3.5)-(3.7)
has a unique maximal solution defined on some time interval [0,7}), Tj > 0.

In order to prove that Tj = +oo and to pass to the limit as j -t +oo, we need
some estimates we derive now. In the following, we denote by C any positive constant
depending only on Cl,N,T,^,c,F(0),F'(0),AF,Aw,w(0),m,M,\(/)O\Hi, and |uo|l2, and
by C{T) any positive constant depending not only on the above mentioned data, but
also on T > 0.

We put

to£2

£° = M2!2/

We take v — (jP in (3.6), v = in (3.7), and add both; this gives, thanks to (B1)-(B3),

f (rl^|2 + ce^\2) dx + f (e\V^\2 + me0\Ve>\2)dx2 dt Jq Ju

<C f (\<y\ + \<y\2 + \ei\\4ri\)dx + MAw£0 [ | V(^ 11 VeJ | da;
Jn jq

< C (l + J (|0J|2 + |e-712) dx^j + ~ |Ve>|2dx + Y Wl2 dx-

Hence

4 [ iTW\2 + c£0|eJ|2) dx + [ (£2|V<?y|2 + m£0\\/eJ\2)dx
dt Jq Jn

< c ^1 + (r|<^|2 + C£0|ej |2) dx

It follows from (3.8) and Gronwall's lemma that

1^(0 k2(n) + le'?(i)lL2(f2) < C(T), 0 < t < T, t <Tj. (3.9)

A first consequence of (3.9) is that Tj = +oo for each j > 1. Next, we infer from (3.8)
and (3.9), after time integration, that

W\l2(o,t,h1{q.)) + 1^'|ia(o,T.H^n)) < C(T). (3.10)

Next, we take v = (j){ in (3.6) and find

T J \4>{\2 dx +Jt ^y|v<^|2 + F(<^ dx

= - [ w'{4P){ei — w{cjp))4>{ dxc Jq

<C f (1 + \<p\ + \e?\)\4\dxjq
~ \ 2dX + C (l + Is ^ '2 + ^^dx/

(3.8)
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After integration over (0,t), t £ (0, T), we get, thanks to (Bl) and (3.10),

t f ( \ftt\2 dx ds + £2 f \Vft(t)\2 dx < C(T) + 2 f {F(ft0) - F(ft)) dx
Jo Jq Jn Jn

< C{T).

Thus,

l0tk2(Qr) + < C(^)- (3-11)
We now take v — —Aft in (3.6), and (3.10)—(3.11) and a straightforward computation

yield

f f \Aft\2dxds<C(T).Jo J n
Hence, by standard elliptic theory,

WlLHowm < C(T). (3.12)
Finally, we infer from (B2), (3.10)—(3.11), and (3.7) that

\et\l2(o,t,v) < C{T). (3.13)

We are now able to pass to the limit as j —> +oo. Let T > 0. We infer from (3.11)
and (3.12) that (ft) is bounded in

Wl = {« e L2(o,r,//2(fi)), vt € l2(o,t,l2(Q))},

and in

w2 = {ve L°°(0,T,H\Sl)), vt G L2(0,T,L2(Q))}.

Since the embedding of H2(Q) in Hl(Q.) and that of Hl(fl) in L2(fl) are compact, it
follows from [Si, Cor. 4] that Wi is compactly embedded in L2(0, T, /i"1 (O)), while W2 is
compactly embedded in C([0, T], L2(0)). Therefore,

(ft) is relatively compact in L2(0,T, H1 (f2))

and in C([0, T], L2(f2)).

Similarly, it follows from (3.9) and (3.13) that (eJ) is bounded in

m = {ve L°°(0,T,L2(n)), vt G l2(0,t,k')},

which is compactly embedded in C([0,T\,V') by [Si, Cor. 4]. Therefore,

(eJ) is relatively compact in C([0, T], V'). (3.15)

It now follows from (3.9)-(3.15) that there exist

0 e wh2{o,T,L2(n)) n L°°(o,T,H\n)) n l2{o,t: h2(Q)),
e € W1-2(0, T, V') n L°°(0, T, L2(S1)) n L2(0, T, H1^)),

(3.14)
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and a subsequence of (which we still denote by {<)P,e-7)) satisfying

4>j L2(0, T, ifx(fi)) fi C([0, T], L2(fi)),

and a.e. in Qx,
i ■ ran ti i/^ (3'16^e-7 —> e in C([0,1 J, V ),

e-7' — e in L2(0, T, if1 (fi)).

Since F' and w are Lipschitz continuous functions, and since w' is a bounded Lipschitz
continuous function, we infer from (3.16) that {F'^cjP)) converges to F'{<j>) in L2(Qt),
(w{<fP)) converges to w{(j>) in L'2(Qt), while {w'{(jp)) converges to w'{(j>) in Lp(Qt) for
any p 6 [1, +oo). We then pass to the limit in (3.6), and get

T(Pt - + F'{(j>) = w'((/>)-—a.e. in Qt, (3-17)
c

— 0 a.e. on Et- (3.18)
on

We are left to pass to the limit in (3.7). Since B and (Bw') are bounded Lipschitz con-
tinuous functions, we infer from (3.16) that {B(<j>>)) converges to B{4>) and ((Bw')(4>j))
converges to (Bw')((f>) in Lp(Qt) for any p € [1, +oo). These facts and (3.16) ensure that
(S(<^')VeJ) converges weakly to (B(</>)Ve) in L3^2(Qt), while ((Bui')(<^)V(^) converges
weakly to ({Bw'){<f>)V<f>) in L3^2(Qt)-

We may then pass to the limit in (3.7) and find that, for any r/ £ L'2(0, T, if1 (fi)),

rT rT
c [ (et,v)v',v ds + f f B{<j>)(Ve — w'(<p)V(j>)-Vr]dxds = 0

Jo Jo Jn
holds. Setting

u = -(e- w{4>)),
c

(3.17)-(3.18) and the above equality yield (3.2)-(3.4).
Finally, it follows from (3.5) and (3.16) that 0(0) = 0o and e(0) = e0, which yields

ti(0) = uq. Also, since w is a Lipschitz continuous function, the regularity of u follows at
once from that of <fi and e. □

4. Proofs. In this section, we prove Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2. Here, /?, Fo, w,
and B are such that (A1)-(A3) hold. For any A > 0, we consider the Yosida approxima-
tion (3\ of (3: it follows from (Al) and classical properties of the Yosida approximation
that /3\ is a maximal monotone graph of R, which is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz
constant A-1 and /3\(0) = 0 (see, e.g., [Br]). We also denote by (3\ the convex function
such that /3a (0) = 0 and d/3\ = (3We finally put

F\ — p\ + F0.

Next, let m G C([0, +oo)) be a nonnegative function such that

m(0) = 0, m(A) >0, VA > 0. (4-1)
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We then define B\ for each A > 0 by

{S(inf I) + m(A) if r < inf I (when inf I > —oo),
B(r) + m(A) if r £ I,
B(supl) +m(A) if r > sup I (when sup I < +00).

In the next lemma, we gather some properties of F\ and B\ that we will need in the
sequel.

Lemma 4.1. For each A G (0,1 ),F\ G C1(R), and F'x is a Lipschitz continuous function
with Lipschitz constant (ci+A-1), while B\ is a Lipschitz continuous function. Moreover,
(/3a) converges to (3 in R in the sense of Mosco, and

FA(r)>F0(0)+^(0)r-|r2, r€l, (4.2)

F\{r)r > Fo(0)r - cir2, r G R, (4.3)

F^r)r>Fx(r)-F0(0)-^r2, r G R, (4.4)

m(\) < B\(r) < b + \m\L°o(0i), re R. (4.5)

Recall that, if if is a Hilbert space and (^/a)a>o are convex functions of H, (v^a)
converges to ^0 in the sense of Mosco in H as A —> 0 if the following hold:

(ml) for any z G 0), there exists a sequence (z\) in H such that (z\) converges
strongly to z in H, while ('I'a(za)) converges to ^o(-z) in R;

(m2) if (^Afc) is a subsequence of (^>a), and if {z\k) is a sequence of H that converges
weakly to z in H, then

tf0(z) < lim inf ̂ aJ^aJ
k—»+oo

(see, e.g., [Mo]).
Proof of Lemma 4.1. The estimates (4.2)-(4.5) are straightforward consequences of

(Al), convexity arguments and (A3), while the Mosco convergence of the sequence
(/9a) to 0 in R follows from standard properties of the Yosida approximation (see, e.g.,
[Br]). □

We first prove Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem, 2.1. We consider (<j>o,uo) G Hx(f2) x L2(fl) such that (2.4) holds.

It follows from Lemma 4.1 that, for each A G (0,1), the functions (F\,uu,B\) satisfy
assumptions (B1)-(B3) of Sec. 3. We then infer from Proposition 3.1 that, for each
A G (0,1], there exist functions ((t>x,ux) satisfying, for any T > 0,

<f>x G w1'2(0,r,L2(n))nLoo(0,T,F1(n))nL2(0,T,F2(fi)), <p\o) = &,,

ux G Wl>2{0,T,V') n L°°(0,T, L2{Vt)) n L2{0,T, ux(0) = uo,

and

r<?>x-{2Ac?>x = -Fl(<?>x) + w'(<t>x)ux, a.e. in QT, (4.6)
dd>x

= 0, a.e. on ET, (4.7)
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c f (ut,r))v,vds+ f f w'(4>x)4>trl dx ds + f f B\(4>x)X?ux • Vry dx ds = 0,
Jo Jo Jn Jo Jn

(4.8)
for any rj G L2(0,T, Hl(Q)).

Let T > 0. In the following, we denote by Ct any positive constant depending only
on f2, N, r, £, c, b, c1; Fo(0), Fq(0), -uj(O), MLo=(0,i), \^0\Hi, \P{4>o)\l^ KIl2, and T.

Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant Ct such that, for any A E (0,1],

l0A|L°°(o,T,w1(f!)) + I^U2(Qt) + ImA|l°°(o.t:l2(J2)) + [ [ B\(<fix)\Vux\2 dx ds < Ct-

(4.9)
0 JQ

Proof of Lemma 4.2. Since ux belongs to L2(0, T, H1 (f2)), it is a valid test function
in (4.8). We thus obtain for almost every t G (0,T),

- f \ux(t)\2dx+ I I B\(cl)X)\Vux\2 dx ds < Ct — f f w'(c!)x)4>xux dxds. (4.10)
2 Jn Jo Jn Jn
Next, we take the scalar product in L2(f2) of (4.6) with (4>x + 2c\t~ 1<j>x); after inte-

gration over (0, t), t G (0,T), we find

J[ (f |V^(t)|2 + Fa(0AW) + ci|0A(O|2) ote

+ I Is + 2c^ IWA12^ dxds

< J J ^w'(<px)<pxux + 2ci^I» |u*| _ ^£lF'x{cj)X)(t)X^j dxds

+ Ct + [ (/3a(0o) + Wo)) dx.
Jn

Since /3a < /3, it follows from (4.3) and the above inequality that

^|V^A(t)|2 + Fx(tx(t)) + Cl\4>X(t)\2^j dx

+ 11 + dxds (4"n)

<
/o Jn

Combining (4.10) and (4.11) yields

w'(cf>x)(f>xux dxds + Ct ^1 + J (\4>x\2 + \ux\2) dx ds^j

J^ (^\^<l>X(t)\2 + Fx{<l>x(t)) + ci\cj>x(t)\2 +-\ux(t)\2^j dx

+ f j (rl^|2 + ^!v^A|2 + SA(</>A)|vnA|2) dxds

< Ct + u (\4>x\2 + |uA|2) dxds^j .
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Using (4.2) and the Young inequality, we obtain

j (^-\^4>X(t)\2 + ci\cpx{t)\2 + ~\ux(t)\2^j dx

+ [ [ M^tl2 + Bx{(f>X)\\7ux\2)dxds
Jo Ja

[ \4>x{t)\2dx + CT (l + [ [ (|</>A|2 + |uA|2)oteafsV
in V Jo Jn J

< —- 4

Hence

(4.12)
\(PX(t)\m(n) + \uX(t)\h{n) + J + ba(</>A)|Vua|2) dxds

< Ct ^1 + J (|$A|//i(n) + luAti2(n)) ds^J .

We first infer from (4.12) and Gronwall's lemma that

|0A|L°°(o,T,#1(n)) + luAU°°(o,T,z,2(fi)) < Ct- (4-13)

Then, (4.9) follows from (4.12) and (4.13). □

Lemma 4.3. There exists a constant Ct > 0 such that, for each A G (0,1],

I</>A|l2(o,t,#2(o)) + |/?a(0A)|l2(qt) < Cr, (4-14)

\ut\L2(o,T,v) < Ct- (4-15)

Proof of Lemma 4.3. It follows from (4.6) that </>A is a solution to

-£2A4>x + F'x((j)x) + Ci0A = fx in Qt, =0 on ET,

where fx = c\(f)X + w'(4>x)ux — T(j)x. Since F'x + aid is nondecreasing, a monotonicity
argument yields

£|A0a|L2(qt) + |F'x((/)x) + ci4>x\L2(Qt) < |/a|l2(qt)-

But, we infer from (A2) and (4.9) that

I/A|l2(Qt) < Ct-

Then, (4.14) follows from the above two estimates, (Al), (4.9), and standard elliptic
arguments.

Next, (4.15) is a straightforward consequence of (A2)-(A3) and (4.8)-(4.9). □
We now infer from (4.9) and (4.14) that the sequence (</>A) is bounded in

Wi - {v 6 L2(0,T,H2(n)), Vt e L2(0,T,L2(Q))},

and in

m = {ve l°°(o,T,H\n)), Vt e L2(o,r,L2(n))}.
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Since Wi is compactly embedded in L2(0, T, H1(Sl)), and W2 in C([0, T], L2(S1)) ([Si,
Cor. 4]),

(4>x) is relatively compact in L2(0, T, Hl (SI))

and in C([0, T],L2(Sl)).

We also infer from (4.9) and (4.15) that the sequence (ux) is bounded in

w3 = {«e L°°(0,T,L2(ft)), vt e l2(o,t,v')},

which is compactly embedded in C([0,T], V') by [Si, Cor. 4]. Therefore,

(ux) is relatively compact in C([0, T], V'). (4-17)

It follows from (4.9) and (4.14)-(4.17) that there exist

<p e wh2(o, T, L2(fi)) n L°°(0, T, H1 (n)) n l2(o, t, h2(S})), c e £2(Qr),

u e W1'2 (0, T, V') n L°°(0, T, L2(SI)), J eL2(Qt),

and a subsequence of ((j>x,ux) (which we still denote by (<px,ux)), such that

cpx->ct> in L2(0, T, H1(Sl)), in C([0, T], L2(S1)),
and a.e. in Qr,

(t>x—4> in Wl'2(0,T, L2(Sl)),

P\(<PX)-^C in L2(QT), (4.18)
ux^u in C([0, T], V1),

u A u in L2(Qt),

Bx(ct>x)Vux - J in L2(Qt).

It now remains to identify ( and J in terms of and u and to pass to the limit as A
decreases to zero in (4.6)-(4.8).

First, since (3 C liminfA^o it follows from (4.18) that

cj) € D((3) and £ e 0(<f>) a.e. in Qf.

Next, since w' is bounded and Lipschitz continuous, it follows from (4.18) and the
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that (w'(<px)) converges to w'((p) in Lp(Qt)
for any p 6 [l,+oo). This fact and the weak convergence of (ux) in L2(Qt) yield the
weak convergence of (w'(cfix)ux) to (w'(<j>)u) in L3^2(QT)- We may then pass to the limit
in (4.6)-(4.7) as A —> 0 and obtain (2.5)-(2.6).

It remains to pass to the limit in (4.8) and to identify J in (4.18). For that purpose,
we notice that, since B is a Lipschitz continuous function, and since (4> ) converges to </>
in L2(0,T, H1(S1)), we have (see, e.g., [Ka, Thm. 16.7])

B(4>x) -> B(4>) in L2(0, T, Hl (Q)). (4.19)

It first follows from (4.18)-(4.19) that

uxVB(ct>x) — uVB(cp) in L1 (QT),

B(<px)ux —>■ B(4>)u in Lx(Qr)-
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Next, since B(4>x) belongs to L°°(0, T, and ux to L2(0,T,H1(f2)), we have

B{(j)x)ux e L2{0, T, Whp{n)) where p = min ̂ 2, -^-j- J ,

and

W{B(4>x)ux) = B(<px)Vux + uxVB(4>x).

It then follows from (4.20) that

B(4>x)Vux -> V(S(0)u) - uVB{(t>) in £>'(QT). (4.21)

Finally, since B is nonnegative, (4.1) and (4.9) yield

(to(A)Vua) -> 0 in L2{Qt). (4.22)

Now, since B\ = B + m(A), we infer from (4.18), (4.21), and (4.22) that

J = V(B(</>)u) - uT7B(<f>).

Moreover, we may pass to the limit in (4.8) and obtain (2.7).
Finally, it follows from (4.18) that 0(0) = 4>q and w(0) = uq.
It remains to check the identity (2.8). For each A £ (0,1], the functions (0A,uA) given

by (4.6)-(4.8) satisfy

[ [ (i~\(t)x\2 + Bx(4>x)\X7ux\2)dxds +£x((i)(t),u(t)) < C\((f)0,u0), (4.23)
Jo Jn

where

Cx(ct>x,ux) = J^(^-\V4>X\2 + Fx(cf>x) + ^\ux\2 ) dx. (4.24)

Indeed, we take the scalar product in L2(Qt) of (4.6) with 0A, add it to (4.10), and thus
get (4.23).

First, since (3\ < j3, we have

£\(<f>o,uo) < £(0o,u0). (4.25)

Next, we infer from (4.9) that, in addition to (4.18), we may assume that the sequence
(Sa(0A)1^2Vua) converges weakly to some function J in L2(Qr)- Thus,

f ( | J\2 dxds < liminf f f B\{<j)x)\^/ux\2 dx ds. (4-26)
Jo Jn Jo Jn

Furthermore, (4.18) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem ensure that the
sequence (B\(4>x)1^2) converges strongly to i?(</>)1/'2 in L2(Qt)- Hence

J = B{4>)1/2J a.e. in Qt-

It also follows from (4.18) that

nr\(pt\2 dxds < liminf f f r|0A|2 dx ds. (4-27)
! A—Jo Jn
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Finally, since (/3a) converges to (3 in the sense of Mosco in M, the sequence of convex
functions ("Ja) given by

t [ \Vv\2dx+ f Px{v)dx, if v G
= < 2 Jn JQ

[ +oo otherwise,

converges in the sense of Mosco in L2(ft) to ^ given by

f | Vu|2 dx + f 0(v)dx, if v G if1 (ft), 0(v) G Lx(ft),
Jn Jn

+oo, otherwise.

It then follows from (4.18) and property (m2) of the Mosco convergence that, for t G

(0 ,T),

Jn +W))j dx<Hmmf ^y|V0A(<)|2 + /3a(0A(O)^) dx. (4.28)

It also follows from (Al) and (4.18) that, for each t G [0, T],

lim f Fo(4>x(t)) dx = f Fo(4>(t)) dx. (4.29)
A^° Jn Jn

We then infer from (4.23)-(4.29) and the weak-* convergence of the sequence (uA) in
L00^, T, L2(fl)) that (2.8) holds. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is then complete. □

Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let (0o,uo) G L2(ft,K2) be such that (2.10) holds. For
A G (0,1], we choose 0q G i72(ft) such that

A -W(fi) < A2. (4.30)"o

For each A G (0,1], the functions (F\,w,B\) defined at the beginning of Sec. 4 satisfy
assumptions (B1)-(B3) of Sec. 3 by Lemma 4.1. We then infer from Proposition 3.1
that, for each A G (0,1], there exist functions (<f>x,ux) satisfying, for any T > 0,

4>x g w/1'2(o,r,L2(ft))nL00(o,r,F1(ft))nL2(o,r,/f2(ft)), </>A(o) = $,

ux G VF1'2(0,T,V")nL°c(0,T,L2(ft))nL2(0,T,i/1(ft)), uA(0) = u0,

and (4.6)-(4.8).
Let T > 0. In the following, we denote by Ct any positive constant depending only

on ft, Ar,T,f,c,6,ci,Fo(0),Fo(0),u;(0), |m|L<»(o,i), \4>o\l*, |/?°(0o)|z,2, |u0|L2, and T.

Lemma 4.4. There exists a constant Ct such that, for any A G (0,1],

\<PX\l°°(M,o',l2(U)) + l0A|L2(o,T.//1(n)) + |eA|L°°(0,T,L2(fi))

+ fT f _   . . _ (4-31)

where eA = cux + w(4>x).

[ [ Bx{4>x)\X7ux\2dxds <CT,
Jo Jn

Proof of Lemma 4.4. Since w is a Lipschitz continuous function, and (px,u both be-
long to L2(0, T, Hl (ft)), eA G £2(0, T, Hl (ft)), and is thus a valid test function in (4.8).
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Let t 6 (0, T). We take the scalar product in L2(Qt) of (4.6) with 0A, take 77 = eex in
(4.8), where

c£2

{b + \m\Loo{0A))L2w'

and add both; this gives

J (J210AWI2 + |leAMI2) dx + J0 J^2N<t>X\2+ceBx(<l>x)\Vux\2)dxds

<CT+ [ f {w'{<t>x)<j>xux-F^(0a)0a -eBx((t>x)w\4)X)V(t>x ■ Vux)dxds.
Jo JQ

Using (4.3), (A2), and the Young inequality, we get

[ (^I0AM|2 + ||eA(<)|2) dx+ f f (e\V<PX\2+ceBx(^)\Vux\2)dxds
J «/ 0 J £1

rl
< Ct ( 1 + [ j [\4>X\2 + \ux\2)dxds

Jo Jn j

+ eLw(b+\m\L~{0A))1/2 f [ (5A(^A))1/2|vuA||V0A|dxdS
Jo Jn

< Ct ( 1 + (\<fix\2 + \ux\2) dx ds^\ + ^ ( f Bx((f)x)\\/ux\2 dx ds
J '2 Jo Jn

+ eLl(b+\m\L^0A)) r' r |V0A|2dxds
J0 Jn

Hence, thanks to the choice of £,

f {r\4,x(t)\2 + s\ex{t)\2)dx+ f [ (£2\V<j)X\2+ ceBx((t>x)\Vux\2)dxds
Jn Jo Jn

t x (4-32)
< Ct ^1 + J J {t\4>x\2 + e|eA|2) dxdsj .

Then, (4.31) follows from (4.32) and Gronwall's lemma. □
We next prove the following result:

Lemma 4.5. There exists a constant Ct such that, for any A G (0,1],

\0\{4>X)\l2(qt) < CT (4.33)

holds.

Proof of Lemma 4.5. We put

fX = ~Fo((/)X) + w'(4>x)ux.

It follows from (4.31) and (A1)-(A2) that

I/A|l2(Qt) < CT- (4.34)
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By (4.6), (j)x is a solution to

T(pt ~ 42A(t>x + Px{<t>X) = fx in Qt, (4.35)

= 0 on £T. (4.36)
an

Since /3\ is Lipschitz continuous, (3\(4>x) belongs to L2(0, T, if1(f2)). We take the scalar
product in L2(Qt) of (4.35) with P\((f>x) and find

r [ (px(cj>x(T))-px(ti))dx + e f [ A(0A)|V4>a|2dxds
Ji2 Jo Jn

+ [ [ \P\((t>X)\2 dxds < |/a|L2(qt)|/3a(0a)|l2(qt).
Jo Jn.

Hence, since (3\ is nondecreasing and > 0,

[ f \(3\(4>X)\2 dxds < |/a||2(Qt) + 2t f (3x((t>o)dx. (4.37)
Jo Jo. Jn

But f)\ is convex and vanishes at r = 0. It then follows from (4.30) that

[ P\{<t>o)dx< [ Px{<t>o)<f>o dx
Jn J\n

< [ (|/^a(0o) - PM\ + \P°(4>o)\)\^\dx (4-38)
Jn

< Cy.

Combining (4.34) and (4.37)-(4.38) yields (4.33). □
Finally, it follows from (4.6), (4.8), (4.31), (4.33), and (A1)-(A2) that

I^|l2(o,t,v") + \et\L2{o,T,v) < Ct- (4.39)

We infer from (4.31) and (4.39) that (<^>A) and (eA) are bounded in

{«£r(0,T,L2(fi)), vteL2(0,T,V')},

which is compactly embedded in C([0,T],V') by [Si, Cor. 4]. Therefore,

(0A) and (eA) are relatively compact in C([0, T], V'). (4.40)

We also infer from (4.31) and (4.39) that (</>A) is bounded in

{v e L2(0,T,H\n)), vt e L2(0,T,V')},

which is compactly embedded in L2(Qt) by [Si, Cor. 4]. Therefore,

(</>A) is relatively compact in L2(Qt)• (4-41)

It follows from (4.31), (4.33), and (4.39)-(4.41) that there exist

<j> e wl'2{0, T, V') n Lx(0, T, L2(Q)) n L2{0, T, Hl (fi)),

e e Wh2{0, T, V') n L°°(0, T, L2{n)), u e L°°(0, T, L2(ft)),

c eL2(QT), J e l2(Qt),
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and a subsequence of (<px,ux) (which we still denote by (<f>x,ux)) such that

(j)X —> <j> in C([0, T], V'), in L2(QT), and a.e. in QT,

ex —> e in C([0, T], V'),

/3a(0A)^C in L2(Qt),
Bx{<t>x)Vux - J in L2(Qt).

Now we claim that in fact

Lemma 4.6. The sequence (4>x) converges to (j> in L2(0, T, H1^)).

Proof of Lemma 4.6. Let (A,/z) 6 (0, l)2- It follows from (4.6)-(4.7) that

T(<Pt - tf) - - r) = fx'», = 0, (4.43)

where

fx>» = w'(4>x)ux - w'irw - F'x(cf>x) + F'^r).

It follows from (4.31), (4.33), and (A1)-(A2) that

I/A,a1l2(qt) < CT- (4.44)

We take the scalar product in L2(Qt) of (4.43) with (cpx — </>M); this gives

\\4>x{T) - rmi£2(n)+ej J iv(0A -<t>n\— d>fl)\2 dxds

^ 2 I0o - 0oli2(Q) + I/A'mIl2(Qt)|0A - 0mIl2(Qt) (4.45)

<cT(\4 + ^ + \4>x-r\mQT)),

thanks to (4.30) and (4.44). It follows from (4.42) that the right-hand side of (4.45)
converges to zero as (X,fj.) —> (0,0). Thus, (cj)X) is a Cauchy sequence in L2(0, T, iif1 (S7)),
hence the lemma. □

We now proceed in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and complete the
proof of Proposition 2.2. □

5. Long-time behaviour. In this section, we describe the w-limit set in L2($7,R2)
of the weak solution to (1.1)—(1.4) that we obtain in Theorem 2.1. More precisely,
we consider 0O in H1^) and uq in L2{f2) such that (2.4) holds, and denote by (0, yu.)
the corresponding weak solution to (1.1)—(1.4) given by Theorem 2.1. The u-limit set
u(4>o,uq) of (4>0,u0) in L2(fl,R2) is then

/ j \ f /, x 3 tn —+ +00 such that
LO\(pO,Uo) \ (0ooj^oo) G L (f2, K ), 111. \ 1. \\ (1 \ • T 2/o 1D>\2I {(f>{tn),u(tn)) -> (^oc.Woo) m I/(fi,R)'

We put

M0= (cu0 + w{<j>0)) dx.
Ji 2
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Proposition 5.1. Assume that (A1)-(A3) hold and that Fq is nonnegative. If
(4>oo,Uoc) belongs to w(0o,wo), it satisfies:

4>oc e #2(ft), u0o € / (cUoo + w(<f>oo)) dx = Mo,
Jn

and there exist € L2(£l), Jx 6 L2(ft), such that

—£2A</>oo + Coc + Ffaoo) = u/(0oo)«oc in ft, (5.1)

Coc e /3(0oo) in ft, (5.2)
d4>ocaT =0 on r' (5-3)

div(Joc) =0 in V', (5.4)

Joo = V(i?(0oc)uoo) - UOCV5(0OO) in V'. (5.5)

Proof of Proposition 5.1. We use the technique of [LP], We consider (0oo,ttoo) in
w(0o,ito), and let (tn) be a sequence of positive real numbers such that tn —> +oo, and

(<j>(tn),u{tn)) -► (03o,Hoc) in L2(ft,K2). (5.6)

We denote by Co a constant such that

|0(^n) |l2(Q) + lu(^n)U2(n) < Co, n> 1. (5.7)

It follows from (2.7) and (5.6) that

(cwoo + w{(j> oo)) <±c = Mo-J'Jn
For each integer n > 1 and t 6 (0,1), we put

4>n{t) = <j){tn + t), Cn(t)=C(t„ + t),
^n(0 — ̂ (^n "1" 0, Jri(0 J{tn ~t~ 0'

where C and J are given in Theorem 2.1.
In the following, we denote by C any positive constant depending only on ft, N, r, £, c, 6,

Lw, |fo(0)|, |F(5(0)|,ci, \<t>o\Hi, \${4>o)\li, KIl2, and C0 in (5.7).
We first gather some estimates in the next lemma.

Lemma 5.2.

I0nk~(o,l.//1(n)) + l0nt|z,2(Q1) + |w„|z,<«(0,l.L2(fi)) + \Jn\L2(Q1) < C, (5.8)

ICnIL2(Qi) + |0nU2(O,l,tf2(Q)) < C, (5.9)
l0t|L2(O,+oo,L2(S"2)) + I««L2(0, + oo,V") < C. (5.10)

Proof of Lemma 5.2. We infer from Theorem 2.1 and (2.3) that

jT/«( Tl^|2 + dxds + < C(<t>o,uo)

holds, where £ is given by (2.9). It follows from (Al) that

£(0o, uo) - C-
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Since both (3 and F0 are nonnegative functions, the above two estimates yield

l0t|L2(O, + oo,L2(n)) + l^li2(0,+oo,L2(n)) + |V0|l=»(O,+oo,L2(Q)) -I" |w|loo(oi+00>l2(q)) < C.
(5.11)

A first consequence of (5.11), the boundedness of w', and (2.7) is

lut|L2(0, + oo,V") < C. (5-12)

Combining (5.11) and (5.12) gives (5.10). It also follows from (5.11) that, for t e
(^71? + 1)>

I <t>{t) - Q) <(t- tn)1/2\4>t\L2(t„,i,L2(n)) < C.

Hence, thanks to (5.7),

l^n|L=°(0,l,L2(Q)) < C- (5.13)

Then, (5.8) is a straightforward consequence of (5.11) and (5.13).
Finally, (5.9) follows from (5.11), (2.5), and a monotonicity argument. □
We next claim the following result:

Lemma 5.3. The sequence (<£„) converges to in L2(Qi), while the sequence (un)
converges to uaa in L2(0,1, V).

Proof of Lemma 5.3. We infer from (5.10) that, for t £ (0,1), one has

rtn+t \ !/2

14>„{t) - 4>{tn) |L2(n) < t1'2 ^ \<t>t\h({l) ds

u>4-00 \ 1/2
\2 j_ '

*Il2( Q) 1< ( / \&t\2L2(Q)ds )

and the right-hand side of the above estimate decreases to zero as tn —> +oo. This fact,
together with (5.6) yields that

\<t>n(t) ~ 0oc|L2(n) -> 0 a.e. in (0,1).

The convergence of (</>„) to (f)^ in L2(Qi) then follows from (5.8) and the Lebesgue
dominated convergence theorem.

Similarly, we prove that (un) converges to u^ in L2(0,1, V). □
It follows from Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 that we may assume that there exist

in L2(Qi) and in L2(Qi) such that

4>n —* 4>oo in L2(0, l,/f2(f2)), and in H/12(0,1, L2(fl)),

Cn ^ Coo in L (Qi),

Un —1 Woo in L2(Qi), and in W^1,2(0,1, V'),

Jn ^ Jqq

We first infer from (5.14), Lemma 5.3, and [Br, Prop. 2.5] that

0oc 6D(p) ■> Coo G W oo) a.e. in Q i-
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We now identify Jc0 in (5.14). It follows from Lemma 5.3, (5.14), and an interpolation
argument that

4>n^4>oc inL2(0,l

Since B is a Lipschitz continuous function, we have also

^ B(<j>oo) in L2(0,1, i/1(f2)).

Since (un) converges weakly to u^ in L2(Qi), we conclude as in Sec. 4 that Joo is given
by (5.5).

Next, since w' is a bounded Lipschitz continuous function, it follows from Lemma 5.3
that (■w'(<f>n)) converges to u/(0oo) in £p(Qi) for any p e [l,+oo). Thus, (w'(<j>n)un)
converges weakly to (u/(<^oo)Uoo) in £3^2(Qi)-

Next, consider p e X>(0, l),z G 2?(fi) and take rj(x,t) = p(t — tn)z{x) in (2.7); this
gives

c / (unt,z)v,vp{t) dt + / / w\4>n)4>ntp(t)zdxdt+ / / Jn ■ \7zp(t) dx ds = 0.
7o Jo Jo in

Taking the limit as n —♦ +oo yields (5.4).
Similarly, it follows from (2.5)-(2.6) that

T [ f <t>ntP{t)z dx dt + [ f (£n + Fo(<t>n))p{t)zdxdt
Jo Jo, Jo Jn

nVcfin -S7zp(t) dxdt — / / w1 (4>n)unp(t)z dx dt.
i Jo Jn

(5.15)

+ r

We then pass to the limit in (5.15) and get (5.1)-(5.3). The proof of Proposition 5.1 is
thus complete. □

6. Convergence to the degenerate Cahn-Hilliard equation. In this section,
we investigate the limit of (1.1)—(1.4) when t — c — a and a decreases to zero in the
following particular case: F is given by (E2) (see Sec. 2) and B by

B(r) =
1 — r2 if |r| < 1,

0 otherwise.

Hereafter, we only state the convergence result and refer the reader to [La2] for the
complete proofs and statements.

We put

re (-1,1), F0(r) = l-r2, 7-6 [-1,1],

and F = (3 + Fq, where

$(r) = (1 + r) ln(l + r) + (1 - r) ln(l - r), re [-1,1].
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We next consider a family of initial data (<£o > uo )ae(o,i) such that, for each a £ (0,1),
(0o ,Uq) £ x L2(fl) and satisfy

y I0o l//i(n) + Fm dx + ^luo li2(n)

for some constant Co > 0, and the sequence (0q) converges strongly in L2(fl) to some
function 0o € Hl(fi).

In order to state our convergence result, we need to specify how we construct the
weak solution to (1.1)—(1.4) that we shall deal with in the sequel: for A € (0,1), we put
B\ = B + A, and fix T > 0.

We infer from Theorem 2.1 that, for each (a, A) € (0, l)2, there exist functions
(0a,A, CQ'Ai ua'x) satisfying

(i) <aq'a e wl'2{0,T, L2(Q)) n L°°(0,T, H\n)) n l2(o,t, ff2(fi)), 0a-A(o) = 0£,
(ii) Ca,A G L2(Qt), Cq,a = /3{4>a'x) a.e. in QT (0a,A € (—1,1) a.e. in Qt),

(hi) ua'x G Wli2(0, T, V) n L°°(0, T, L2(ft)) n L2(0, T, JJ"1^)), ua'A(0) = ug1,
and such that

a0?'A + C°'A = £2A0q,a + 20Q'A + uQ'A a.e. in QT,
dd)a'x
—-— = 0 a.e. on X^,

on

a f (ut'X,r))v,v ds + f f (f>"'Xr]dxds + f f B\(4>a'x)\7ua'x ■ Vr? dx ds = 0,
Jo Jo Jn Jo in

for any T) € L2(0, T,//1(J7)).
Now, a proof similar to that of Theorem 2.1 yields:

Proposition 6.1. For any a E (0,1), there is a subsequence of (0a,A,CQ'A>ua,A)Ae(o,i)
that converges as A decreases to zero to functions (4>a,(a,ua) which satisfies all the
requirements of Theorem 2.1. In particular, (B\{(pa'x)Vua'x) converges weakly to Ja in
L2{Qt), where Ja is given by Theorem 2.1(iv).

We then have the following result:

Theorem 6.2. There is a subsequence of (0a, Ja) that converges to {<j>, J), where
(i) 0 € w1'2(o, t, v') n c([o, T\,L2(n)) n l°°(o, t, h1 (ft)) n l2(o, t, 2(ft)),

(ii) 0(0) = 00, §£ = 0 a.e. on Ex and 0 € [—1,1] a.e. in Qt,
(iii) J£L2(Qt,Rn),

and (0, J) satisfies

0t = div(J) in i2(0, T, V'), (6.1)

f f J ■ r] dx ds = £2 f f div(S(0)77) A0 da; ds
J0 Jsi Jo Jn

+ f f (2 — 2B(4>))r] • X7(j>dx ds,
Jo Jn

(6.2)
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for any ry G L2(0, T, H1(f2, Rw)) fl Lx(Qi. RA) such that r) ■ n = 0 on St-

Note that the limit (cp, J) in Theorem 6.2 is a weak solution to (6.1)-(6.2) which
belongs to the same class as that of C. M. Elliott and H. Garcke ([EG]). Of course,
the lack of uniqueness of weak solutions to (1.1)—(1.4) and (6.1)-(6.2) prevents us from
getting more precise results.

A similar result has been proved by B. Stoth when B is a positive constant, and for a
smooth double-well potential ([St]). But the method does not seem to apply here because
of the degeneracy of B.

Let us finally mention that the proof of Theorem 6.2 relies strongly on the particular
choice of B and the logarithmic free energy, and does not seem to extend to the general
case.
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